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Greetings Brothers of the Northwest Province,  

 

Can you all believe it? A whole 3 months has already passed right by! I was initiated back in 

January, went to my first province assembly in February, and am now your new webmaster. 

Everything has been moving so fast and even though I have large shoes to fill, I have been 

keeping on my promise of improving the website (#nothingisperfect).  

 

To start off, I have reorganized a few tabs on the website, adding in the new tab of “Contact Us” 

so I can get all your feedback for the website like what you want changed or added. I have 

started archiving all our reports (committee, officer, and chapter), newsletters, and have started 

adding in Mark’s new event and officer highlights under the “Reports” tab. Under the “Events” 

tab, I have created an “Events calendar” where I hope all the chapters will share some events that 

they would love other brothers to go to (like initiation). I emailed the secretaries of the various 

chapters to give them access to the google calendar and add information but if you didn’t receive 

the email, please feel free to contact me! Also note how it is password protected. The password 

is in our Facebook group so if you don’t have access, just shoot me an email. I hope you all have 

noticed the new “NWP Shop” tab that I have created as well! I am working with our previous 

webmaster, Stan, in creating the shop and ensuring that whatever is submitted on our website 

will also be on the national website’s shop. I look forward to seeing more creative designs in the 

future from you all. Under “NWP Ordinances”, I have updated the by-laws and resolutions (also 

archived!) that were passed at winter assembly. Lastly, I have added in a new subsection under 

“Forms” for “Kappa Psi International List Serv” where you all can add yourselves to the largest 

list serv for KY.  

 

I hope to see you all using the website more and giving me more feedback. I know there is 

always something that can be fixed or improved on and I would love to get to know you all. If 

you have any questions, please feel free to reach out to me at nwpwebmaster@gmail.com. I look 

forward to an amazing year with you all and I hope to see many of you in Salt Lake City, UT to 

support ZO brothers’ first time hosting an assembly.   

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

Celine Wang 

Northwest Province Webmaster 

Kappa Psi Pharmaceutical Fraternity, Inc. 

nwpwebmaster@gmail.com  
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